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Description

Steps to Reproduce:
1. In web UI, go to Administer -> Roles.
2. Click on a role (e.g. Compliance viewer), and click the Filter tab.
3. Click Edit to edit a filter, and see the Override? and Unlimited? check box.
4. Click the help text icons.

Actual results:

---------

Unlimited
By unchecking this you can specify filter using Foreman search syntax in search field. If filter remains unlimited (this field is checked) it applies on all resources of the selected type. When a role is associated with some locations or organization filter is not consider unlimited as it's scoped accordingly.

---------

Override
Filters inherit locations and organizations from their role by default. If override field is enabled, filter can override the set of its locations and organizations. Later role changes will not affect such filter. After disabling override field, role locations and organizations apply again.

---------

Expected results:

---------

Unlimited
If the unlimited field is enabled, the filter applies to all resources of the selected type. If the unlimited field is disabled, you can specify further filtering using Satellite search syntax in the search field. If the role is associated with locations or organizations, the filters are not considered unlimited as they are scoped accordingly.

---------

Override
Filters inherit the locations and organizations associated with the role by default. If the override field is enabled, the filter can override the set of its locations and organizations. Later role changes will not affect such filter. After disabling the override field, the role locations and organizations apply again.

---------

Associated revisions

Revision 689b3d1f - 12/05/2017 06:24 PM - Ondřej Pražák
Fixes #21869 - Improve help text for filter creation

History

#1 - 12/05/2017 02:35 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Assignee set to Ondřej Pražák
- Status changed from New to Ready For Testing
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/5056 added

#2 - 12/05/2017 07:01 PM - Ondřej Pražák
- % Done changed from 0 to 100
- Status changed from Ready For Testing to Closed

Applied in changeset 689b3d1fa8c1e9fb47180c49afa320124b231a85.

#3 - 12/05/2017 07:56 PM - Marek Hulán
- Legacy Backlogs Release (now unused) set to 296
- Subject changed from Feedback for help txt wording for 'Unlimited:' and 'Override?'
  to Feedback for help txt wording for 'Unlimited:' and 'Override?'